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Granite Q & A

What exactly is granite? 
Granite is a natural stone composed mainly of quartz and feldspar with minor amounts 
of mica, amphiboles, and other minerals. It is extracted from granite quarries from all 
over the world and then cut into slabs which are then shipped to our granite yard.

What are the differences between Granite & Quartz?
Granite is naturally found in the earth. Since it is natural, the hue and pattern vary from 
slab to slab and even within the slab itself. Quartz slabs are engineered in a factory and 
contain around 90% quartz and 8-10% resins, polymers, and pigments. The consistent 
color and pattern of quartz is attractive to some buyers while others favor the exotic 
patterns, veining, and colors of granite.

Is it advisable to select a slab? 
Granite is a natural material so every slab is unique. We recommend that you pick out 
your slabs from the same shipment because slabs within the same shipment will be 
similar in pattern and color. 
  
Will my countertop have seams?
Our granite yard is filled with a variety of colors. The average size is around 110” x 66” 
but larger sizes are sometimes available. Quartz slabs are kept inside and range in size. 
Large islands will require a seam. Most kitchen countertops will have a seam. We strive 
to make seams as inconspicuous as possible.     

What is a remnant?
Left over material from a granite job is called a remnant. 

Is bacteria growth a problem with granite? 
Keeping your family healthy is important. Fortunately, granite will not harbor bacteria 
unless the countertop is unclean. Follow our granite care manual for cleaning recom-
mendations.
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Is veining a defect in the granite?
No two slabs are the same. Veins are thin lines of color that traverse a slab. They are 
created from iron ore and other minerals. Veining enhances the exotic beauty of granite 
slabs and are not considered a structural weakness in the integrity of the granite.

Why does granite have a mesh backing?
The mesh backing is added to improve stability for shipping and fabrication.

Does granite have pits? 
Granite naturally has microscopic and visible pitting that is reduced during fabrication. 
There are no maintenance issues with these pits. 

Will the Polish wear off on my countertop?
Avoid using chemicals with high acidic or caustic levels as they will wear down the 
polish off of granite. 


